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#  

Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

No comments for paying more 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

I want efficient road work to reduce long hours wages in Auckland City 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Go reduce traffic jam, especially in rush hour 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

no idea 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

effective road design for reducing traffic  

jam on the road 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Please do your best for belt-tightening of the budget, 

 because I do not want the rates not to be raised any more 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 

public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Recent years, I realised the council rates raising too high, 

even relying on the management group team
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 

port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

I don't know 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

we havent had public transport since before the storms so I've learned to live without 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Reduce the frequency of public events that have low attendance to save on costs., Cut 

back on expensive consultancy services and rely more on in-house expertise., 

Streamline council operations to reduce administrative costs without affecting service 

quality., Limit investment in large infrastructure projects that may not be critical or can 

be postponed., reducing large infrastructure means less enviro impact so double 

savings 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

I have barely any street lights and no bus shelters 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Some new road projects, Pedestrian paths where there's not much foot traffic. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

if the stadium is safe leave it for a year, families can't afford cheese 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Organize more community workshops on sustainability to educate and engage 

residents 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Limit investment in large infrastructure projects that may not be critical or can be 

postponed. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Don’t support any of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Green, eco-friendly travel options 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transport routes that aren’t busy., Pedestrian paths where there's not much foot 

traffic. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Henderson-Massey 

 

Henderson-Massey Local Board Priorities 

7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Henderson-Massey in 2024/2025? 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

 

Our People – create opportunities that 

support connectedness, diversity and 

inclusion in our community. 

 

Our Environment – focus on initiatives that 

increase tree canopy cover, improve water 

health and provide for resilient and low 

carbon communities across Henderson-

Massey. 

 

Our Community – ensure the maintenance 

and development of ‘fit for purpose’ local 

services and spaces meet the needs of our 

diverse communities. 

 

Our Places – support initiatives that 

improve walking and cycling opportunities. 

 

Our Economy – continue to support the 

Western Initiative to deliver the Youth 

Connections programme. 

I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why 

 

7c. What do you think of the Henderson-Massey proposed priorities for the 10-year 

budget 2024-2034? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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#  

Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Provide additional resources and support for local cultural events to enrich community 

life. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Streamline council operations to reduce administrative costs without affecting service 

quality., Limit investment in large infrastructure projects that may not be critical or can 

be postponed. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Roads that are in good shape. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transport routes that aren’t busy. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Henderson-Massey 

 

Henderson-Massey Local Board Priorities 

7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Henderson-Massey in 2024/2025? 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

 

Our People – create opportunities that 

support connectedness, diversity and 

inclusion in our community. 

 

Our Environment – focus on initiatives that 

increase tree canopy cover, improve water 

health and provide for resilient and low 

carbon communities across Henderson-

Massey. 

 

Our Community – ensure the maintenance 

and development of ‘fit for purpose’ local 

services and spaces meet the needs of our 

diverse communities. 

 

Our Places – support initiatives that 

improve walking and cycling opportunities. 

 

Our Economy – continue to support the 

Western Initiative to deliver the Youth 

Connections programme. 

I support most priorities 

Tell us why 

 

7c. What do you think of the Henderson-Massey proposed priorities for the 10-year 

budget 2024-2034? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

It was flourishing until council got involved in 2014. It is needed. Letting it go is 

wasteful and unforgivable. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Through change of operation management obtain the funds. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Better serve the demand of changing community, and continue to achieve long term 

strategy and target. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 

public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Do not support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Through changing the management of operation to obtain the funds 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Better change for the service needed, and continue to fulfil our strategy target. 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 

public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Do not support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do less 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Solve traffic congestion. Take care for elderly 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Traffic 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 

shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Need more info 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

Create public benefit 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Petrol free train. Schedule should be more stable and more often (use petrol tax for the 

train system). More tax for the 3rd car or more and extra tax for Lux car which cost 

more than $80K. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Less rates for old buildings. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Car rego fee extra tax for 2nd car per person, extra tax for expensive cars more than 

80K dollars. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Less public transportation fee 10 to 20% then people will consider to use it more. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

Please use it. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Good amount of funds would be great for sorting issues & transportation needs to be 

much better. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 

public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

p/s
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Request for prohibition of fireworks in residential areas. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 

public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

Support 
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harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

* The roads in the residential area are too dark. *Many dogs walk around alone.* 

Request for prohibition of fireworks in residential areas.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water Do more 

City and local development  

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Organize more community workshops on sustainability to educate and engage 

residents, Improve maintenance and add more facilities in public parks for better 

recreational spaces., Provide additional resources and support for local cultural events 

to enrich community life. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Cut back on expensive consultancy services and rely more on in-house expertise., 

Streamline council operations to reduce administrative costs without affecting service 

quality., Limit investment in large infrastructure projects that may not be critical or can 

be postponed., Stop wasting money on bike lanes in communities that do NOT ise 

bicycles. Mangere Town Centre and Glen Eden were absolute stitch ups on tax payer 

money. I refuse to support this kind of ridiculous spending 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

The multiple raised humps in 5kms in New Lynn, Kelston, Avondale, Glen Eden is 

absolute overkill and adding to congestion and bottlenecks 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transport routes that aren’t busy., Planning studies that take a long time., 

Pedestrian paths where there's not much foot traffic. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Why upgrade a white elephant when there are few events to even warrant an upgrade 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 

shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Agree 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Agree 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Agree 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Anything to make Auckland’s traffic flow. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Good for the area 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Much needed in our area 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Highways are too congested, especially Route 16 which faces daily traffic jams. More 

efforts should be made to improve road congestion 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Public parks are overcrowded and occupy too much space. It would be beneficial to 

reduce the construction of new parks 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

I don't know 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 

shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 

port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Whau 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 

shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

For health more doctors are badly needed, because sometimes we get appointment of 

doctor after 15 days, meanwhile the patient either gets well or worsen the health 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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The fares for public transport should be lessen(decreased) so that more and more 

people will use public transport so that polusion will be reduced and less load on the 

traffic. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Public Transport, rail service should be increased 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 

port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

Support 
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the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 

debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Economic and cultural development 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Rates and community 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Do not support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Schem for the welfare of general citizen 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Nothing 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Because most of chem are welfare of citizen 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 

shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 

group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 

to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 

port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 

benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Waitākere Ranges 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

  

 First off, below are  

 comments prepopulated  
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 by Auckland Ratepayers  

 Alliance. I agree with  

 everything they submit. I  

 just need to say, how, in  

 any real world situation,  

 can you raise costs on the  

 consumer by 38%??? I  

 am a struggling dad with  

 mortgage repayments and  

 limited annual payrises  

 which are below inflation  

 rates. 

  

 I know people who work  

 for AC and the common  

 themes your own staff say  

 are that jobs are "cruisy",  

 "well paid" and that jobs  

 exist which are wastefull  

 and culturally woke and  

 unnecessary.  

  

 Why? Along with this I  

 face delay after delay  

 driving to work and 90%  

 of AT contracted road  

 workers standing around  
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 on their phones and  

 smoking vapes.   

  

 PLEASE , I implore you  

 Wayne Brown, be  

 different! Please make  

 some hard decisions, we  

 are not cash cows with  

 unlimited income to  

 dispose of, I AM  

 SUFFERING. These rates  

 rises will hurt me. 

  

 Aaron Morris 

 Rate Payer 

 Low income Earner  

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should  
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 be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its  

 cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors  

 to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing  

 to capital and  
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 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all  

 non-essential roles until  

 an independent review  

 has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing  

 much higher than those  

 the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by  

 Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to  

 fix roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing  

 core council services such  

 as effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  
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 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council  

 to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund”  

 and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission  

 of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and  

 back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Dear Auckland Council, 

  

 First off, below are  

 comments prepopulated  

 by Auckland Ratepayers  

 Alliance. I agree with  

 everything they submit. I  

 just need to say, how, in  

 any real world situation,  

 can you raise costs on the  

 consumer by 38%??? I  

 am a struggling dad with  

 mortgage repayments and  

 limited annual payrises  

 which are below inflation  

 rates. 

  

 I know people who work  

 for AC and the common  

 themes your own staff say  

 are that jobs are "cruisy",  

 "well paid" and that jobs  

 exist which are wastefull  

 and culturally woke and  

 unnecessary.  

  

 Why? Along with this I  
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 face delay after delay  

 driving to work and 90%  

 of AT contracted road  

 workers standing around  

 on their phones and  

 smoking vapes.   

  

 PLEASE , I implore you  

 Wayne Brown, be  

 different! Please make  

 some hard decisions, we  

 are not cash cows with  

 unlimited income to  

 dispose of, I AM  

 SUFFERING. These rates  

 rises will hurt me. 

  

 Aaron Morris 

 Rate Payer 

 Low income Earner  

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  
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 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its  

 cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors  

 to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled  
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 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing  

 to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all  

 non-essential roles until  

 an independent review  

 has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing  

 much higher than those  

 the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by  

 Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to  

 fix roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing  
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 core council services such  

 as effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council  

 to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund”  

 and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission  

 of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and  

 back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  
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 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 Stop all race based naming of council organisations, parks, reserves etc. It is not 

necessary and in fact it denies 85% of the people that live here, our  

 own culture and heritage. We got rid of the last racist govt and you would do well to 

heed that warning. The public are angry. 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 
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 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 
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 Stop all race based naming of council organisations, parks, reserves etc. It is not 

necessary and in fact it denies 85% of the people that live here, our  

 own culture and heritage. We got rid of the last racist govt and you would do well to 

heed that warning. The public are angry. 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

  

   

  

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

  

   

  

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

  

      

  

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  
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 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

  

   

  

 This should include: 

  

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

  

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

  

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 
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 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

  

   

  

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

  

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

  

   

  

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

  

   

  

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

  

      

  

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 
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 This should include: 

  

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

  

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

  

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

  

   

  

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  
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 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

  

   

  

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

  

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and the Council should 

cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less” 

option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in Council-

Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing to 

capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing 

much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This 

money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations 

to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and 

ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and the Council should 

cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less” 

option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in Council-

Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing to 

capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing 

much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This 

money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations 
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to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and 

ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  
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 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  
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 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  
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 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes –  

 the most expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over three years.  

 Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher than inflation  

 despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful spending,  

 reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 
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 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential  

 roles until an independent review has  

 been taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher  

 than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by  

 Auckland Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing  
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 that money to invest in infrastructure  

 so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and  

 back their vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes –  

 the most expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over three years.  

 Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option –  
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 which is still much higher than inflation  

 despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful spending,  

 reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential  

 roles until an independent review has  

 been taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher  

 than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by  

 Auckland Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads and  
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 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing  

 that money to invest in infrastructure  

 so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and  

 back their vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a  

 38% increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport.  

 This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  
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 operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that  

 rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a  

 38% increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 
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 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport.  

 This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that  

 rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

  

   

  

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

  

   

  

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

  

      

  

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  
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 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

  

   

  

 This should include: 

  

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

  

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

  

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 
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 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

  

   

  

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

  

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

  

   

  

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

  

   

  

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

  

      

  

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 
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 This should include: 

  

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

  

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

  

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

  

   

  

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  
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 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

  

   

  

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

  

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback  

 on the Mayor's proposed Long- 
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 Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate  

 hikes – the most expensive of  

 which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented,  

 my preferred option is lowest  

 option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to  

 explore ways of preventing rates  

 increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  
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 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by  

 Auckland Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste management,  

 public bins, and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  
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 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure  

 so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance  

 and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback  

 on the Mayor's proposed Long- 

 Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate  
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 hikes – the most expensive of  

 which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented,  

 my preferred option is lowest  

 option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to  

 explore ways of preventing rates  

 increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 
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 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by  

 Auckland Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste management,  

 public bins, and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  
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 proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure  

 so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance  

 and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  
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 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  
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 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 
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 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  
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 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  
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 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  
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 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth  

 to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to  

 explore ways of preventing  

 rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful  
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 spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations,  

 and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has  

 been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private  

 sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 
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 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to  

 get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of  

 the Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  
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 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth  

 to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being  
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 deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to  

 explore ways of preventing  

 rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations,  

 and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has  

 been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private  

 sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to  

 get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  
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 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of  

 the Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  
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 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  
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 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 
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 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  
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 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  
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 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  
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 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 
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 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  
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 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  
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 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback  

 on the Mayor's proposed Long- 
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 Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate  

 hikes – the most expensive of  

 which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented,  

 my preferred option is lowest  

 option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to  

 explore ways of preventing rates  

 increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  
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 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing exercises  

 and so-called “traffic calming  

 measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be  

 used to fix roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as effective  

 waste management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  
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 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's  

 land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and  

 debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance  

 and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback  

 on the Mayor's proposed Long- 

 Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate  

 hikes – the most expensive of  

 which would see a 38% increase  
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 over three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented,  

 my preferred option is lowest  

 option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to  

 explore ways of preventing rates  

 increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 
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 essential roles until an  

 independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing exercises  

 and so-called “traffic calming  

 measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be  

 used to fix roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as effective  

 waste management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's  
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 land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and  

 debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance  

 and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  
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 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  
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 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  
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 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  
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 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on  

 the Mayor's proposed Long-Term  
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 Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes  

 – the most expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over three years.  

 Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth  

 to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively  

 labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful spending,  

 reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 
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 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential  

 roles until an independent review has  

 been taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing exercises  

 and so-called “traffic calming  

 measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be  

 used to fix roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external  
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 operator while keeping the Port's  

 land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt  

 are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and  

 back their vision of ‘Reasonable  

 Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on  

 the Mayor's proposed Long-Term  

 Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes  

 – the most expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over three years.  

 Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth  

 to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland  
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 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively  

 labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful spending,  

 reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential  

 roles until an independent review has  

 been taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  
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 unnecessary marketing exercises  

 and so-called “traffic calming  

 measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be  

 used to fix roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get  

 smarter about infrastructure  

 investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's  

 land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt  

 are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and  

 back their vision of ‘Reasonable  
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 Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  
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 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its  

 cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors  

 to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by  
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 cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has  

 been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private  

 sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads  
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 and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to  

 get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of  

 the Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  
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 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its  

 cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  
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 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors  

 to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by  

 cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has  

 been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much  
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 higher than those the private  

 sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to  

 get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  
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 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of  

 the Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers.  This increase will cripple me and force  

 me to sell my home.  This is not okay!!! 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  
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 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers.  This increase will cripple me and force  

 me to sell my home.  This is not okay!!! 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  
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 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being deceptively  

 labelled the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to  

 lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being deceptively  

 labelled the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  
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 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to  

 lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

  

 PS. Instead of asking us for more money, how about reducing the number of staff 

members who are doing the same jobs but don't even talk to one  

 another? I used to work there and left cause it was sickening seeing how you wasted 

people's money. Introducing KPIs to your organisation.  

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 
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 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

  

 PS. Instead of asking us for more money, how about reducing the number of staff 

members who are doing the same jobs but don't even talk to one  

 another? I used to work there and left cause it was sickening seeing how you wasted 

people's money. Introducing KPIs to your organisation.  

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  
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 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  
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 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 
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 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  
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 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes –  

 the most expensive of which would see a  

 38% increase over three years. Rates  

 should be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to reflect the  

 current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations  

 and staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  
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 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and  

 debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  
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 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes –  

 the most expensive of which would see a  

 38% increase over three years. Rates  

 should be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to reflect the  

 current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  
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 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations  

 and staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  
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 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and  

 debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I also want to put in that need to get rid of the hangers on The deadwood pen pushers 

who do a lot of nothing at our expense  

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation  

 and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances 

facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's 

land in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

 I also want to put in that need to get rid of the hangers on The deadwood pen pushers 

who do a lot of nothing at our expense  

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 

 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  
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 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  

 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  
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 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should  

 cut its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which is  

 still much higher than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled the “pay less,  

 get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways  

 of preventing rates increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council- 
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 Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising  

 money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been  

 taken to address concerns of overstaffing  

 and the salaries of council managers  

 increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support  

 the Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert external operator  
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 while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest  

 in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision  

 of ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  
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 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  
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 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  
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 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  
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 and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  
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 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its  

 cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors  

 to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by  
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 cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has  

 been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private  

 sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads  
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 and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to  

 get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of  

 the Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  
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 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan  

 (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for  

 rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would  

 see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its  

 cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances  

 facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  
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 which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it  

 being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors  

 to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases  

 over and above inflation by  

 cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non- 

 essential roles until an  

 independent review has  

 been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much  
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 higher than those the private  

 sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core  

 council services such as  

 effective waste  

 management, public bins,  

 and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to  

 get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and  

 the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external  
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 operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of  

 the Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  
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 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to  

 lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 
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 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to  

 lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  
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 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and the Council should 

cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less” 

option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in Council-

Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing to 

capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing 

much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This 

money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations 

to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and 

ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and the Council should 

cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less” 

option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in Council-

Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing to 

capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing 

much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This 

money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations 
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to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and 

ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 

  

   

  

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

  

   

  

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

  

      

  

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  
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 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 

  

   

  

 This should include: 

  

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

  

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

  

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 
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 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

  

   

  

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

  

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

  

   

  

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year  

 Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

  

   

  

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

  

      

  

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and staffing to capital  

 and infrastructure investment. 
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 This should include: 

  

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles  

 until an independent review has been taken  

 to address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing  

 much higher than those the private sector. 

  

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

  

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

  

   

  

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  
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 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations  

 to an expert external operator while keeping  

 the Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept  

 down. 

  

   

  

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in  

 our Super City!' 

  

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 
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 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes –  

 the most expensive of which would see  

 a 38% increase over three years. Rates  

 should be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to reflect the  

 current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which  

 is still much higher than inflation despite  

 it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates increases over  

 and above inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations  

 and staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential  
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 roles until an independent review has  

 been taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to  

 fix roads and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  

 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's proposed “Future  

 Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 
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  And NO MORE WASTED MONEY ON  

 SPEED BUMPS!!!!!! 

 THEY ALL NEED TO BE REMOVED 

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back  

 their vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the  

 Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10- 

 Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes –  

 the most expensive of which would see  

 a 38% increase over three years. Rates  

 should be limited to inflation and the  

 Council should cut its cloth to reflect the  

 current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my  

 preferred option is lowest option – which  

 is still much higher than inflation despite  
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 it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates increases over  

 and above inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations  

 and staffing to capital and infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential  

 roles until an independent review has  

 been taken to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to  

 fix roads and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council  
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 services such as effective waste  

 management, public bins, and weekly  

 rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter  

 about infrastructure investment. I  

 support the Mayor's proposed “Future  

 Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the  

 Port's land in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

  And NO MORE WASTED MONEY ON  

 SPEED BUMPS!!!!!! 

 THEY ALL NEED TO BE REMOVED 

 I endorse the submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back  

 their vision of ‘Reasonable Rates,  

 Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current 

economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising 

money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and 

maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  
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 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while 

keeping the Port's land in ratepayers' hands  

 and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept 

down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should  

 be limited to inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current 

economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and  

 wasteful spending, reining in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising 

money spent on operations and staffing to  

 capital and infrastructure investment. 
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 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and  

 the salaries of council managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and 

maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator while 

keeping the Port's land in ratepayers' hands  

 and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept 

down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending  

 in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  
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 proposed Long-Term  

 Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options  

 for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which  

 would see a 38%  

 increase over three  

 years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the  

 current economic  

 circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much  

 higher than inflation  

 despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge  
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 Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates  

 increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all  

 non-essential roles until  

 an independent review  

 has been taken to  

 address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council  

 managers increasing  

 much higher than those  

 the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming  

 measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed  

 humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  

 should be used to fix  

 roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing  

 core council services  

 such as effective waste  

 management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council  

 to get smarter about  

 infrastructure  

 investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed  

 “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert  

 external operator while  

 keeping the Port's land  
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 in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money  

 to invest in infrastructure  

 so that rates and debt  

 are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the  

 submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable  

 Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide  

 feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term  

 Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options  

 for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which  
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 would see a 38%  

 increase over three  

 years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the  

 current economic  

 circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options  

 presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option –  

 which is still much  

 higher than inflation  

 despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge  

 Councillors to explore  

 ways of preventing rates  

 increases over and  

 above inflation by cutting  

 back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in  
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 Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money  

 spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure  

 investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all  

 non-essential roles until  

 an independent review  

 has been taken to  

 address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council  

 managers increasing  

 much higher than those  

 the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and  

 unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called  

 “traffic calming  

 measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed  

 humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money  
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 should be used to fix  

 roads and maintain  

 transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing  

 core council services  

 such as effective waste  

 management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council  

 to get smarter about  

 infrastructure  

 investment. I support the  

 Mayor's proposed  

 “Future Fund” and the  

 proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's  

 operations to an expert  

 external operator while  

 keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and  

 ringfencing that money  

 to invest in infrastructure  

 so that rates and debt  

 are kept down. 
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 I endorse the  

 submission of the  

 Auckland Ratepayers'  

 Alliance and back their  

 vision of ‘Reasonable  

 Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  

 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 
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 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 
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 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase  

 over three years. Rates should be limited to  

 inflation and the Council should cut its cloth to  

 reflect the current economic circumstances facing  

 Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much higher  

 than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled  

 the “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on  

 operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of  
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 council managers increasing much higher than  

 those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  

 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to  

 invest in infrastructure so that rates and debt are  

 kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most  

 expensive of which would see a 38% increase over  

 three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current  

 economic circumstances facing Auckland  

 ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option  

 is lowest option – which is still much higher than  

 inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the  

 “pay less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above inflation  

 by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining  

 in Council-Controlled Organisations, and  

 reprioritising money spent on operations and staffing  

 to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an  

 independent review has been taken to address  

 concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the  

 private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing  
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 exercises and so-called “traffic calming measures”  

 (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads  

 and maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such  

 as effective waste management, public bins, and  

 weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease  

 Auckland Port's operations to an expert external  

 operator while keeping the Port's land in ratepayers'  

 hands and ringfencing that money to invest in  

 infrastructure so that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super  

 City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  

 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 
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 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates should be limited to inflation and  

 the Council should cut its cloth to reflect the current economic circumstances facing 

Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation despite it being deceptively labelled the “pay  

 less, get less” option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful spending, reining in  

 Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising money spent on operations and 

staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council  

 managers increasing much higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland  
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 Transport. This money should be used to fix roads and maintain transport 

infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to lease Auckland  

 Port's operations to an expert external operator while keeping the Port's land in 

ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so  

 that rates and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  
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 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to  

 lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  

 Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 
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Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's  

 proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the  

 most expensive of which would see a 38%  

 increase over three years. Rates should be  

 limited to inflation and the Council should cut  

 its cloth to reflect the current economic  

 circumstances facing Auckland ratepayers. 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred  

 option is lowest option – which is still much  

 higher than inflation despite it being  

 deceptively labelled the “pay less, get less”  

 option. 

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of  

 preventing rates increases over and above  

 inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  

 spending, reining in Council-Controlled  

 Organisations, and reprioritising money spent  

 on operations and staffing to capital and  

 infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 
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 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until  

 an independent review has been taken to  

 address concerns of overstaffing and the  

 salaries of council managers increasing much  

 higher than those the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary  

 marketing exercises and so-called “traffic  

 calming measures” (such as unnecessary  

 speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This  

 money should be used to fix roads and  

 maintain transport infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services  

 such as effective waste management, public  

 bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about  

 infrastructure investment. I support the Mayor's  

 proposed “Future Fund” and the proposal to  

 lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert  

 external operator while keeping the Port's land  

 in ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that  

 money to invest in infrastructure so that rates  

 and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland  

 Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of  

 ‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible Spending in our  
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 Super City!' 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 
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 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates  

 are an unsustainable mechanism of funding a city if it is the only income. It should be 

limited to inflation and more  

 funding should come from central government. I support the proposal for central 

government to pay rates on its  

 properties such as schools and hospitals 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation.  

      

 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising 

money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing much higher than those 

the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This money should be used to fix 

roads and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 
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 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund”  

 and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator 

while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates 

and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super City!' 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

Dear Auckland Council, 

   

 I am writing to provide feedback on the Mayor's proposed Long-Term Plan (10-Year 

Budget). 

   

 I reject all three options for rate hikes – the most expensive of which would see a 38% 

increase over three years. Rates  

 are an unsustainable mechanism of funding a city if it is the only income. It should be 

limited to inflation and more  

 funding should come from central government. I support the proposal for central 

government to pay rates on its  

 properties such as schools and hospitals 

   

 Of the three options presented, my preferred option is lowest option – which is still 

much higher than inflation.  
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 I strongly urge Councillors to explore ways of preventing rates increases over and 

above inflation by cutting back office  

 and wasteful spending, reining in Council-Controlled Organisations, and reprioritising 

money spent on operations and  

 staffing to capital and infrastructure investment. 

   

 This should include: 

 - A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 

to address concerns of  

 overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing much higher than those 

the private sector. 

 - Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 

calming measures” (such as  

 unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. This money should be used to fix 

roads and maintain transport  

 infrastructure. 

 - Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 

public bins, and weekly rubbish  

 collection. 

   

 I also call on the Council to get smarter about infrastructure investment. I support the 

Mayor's proposed “Future Fund”  

 and the proposal to lease Auckland Port's operations to an expert external operator 

while keeping the Port's land in  

 ratepayers' hands and ringfencing that money to invest in infrastructure so that rates 

and debt are kept down. 

   

 I endorse the submission of the Auckland Ratepayers' Alliance and back their vision of 

‘Reasonable Rates, Sensible  

 Spending in our Super City!' 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 

of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 

to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Other 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

More funding will enable more sport and recreation facilities to be built and there is 

clear evidence that such facilities provide a broad range of benefits to the wider 

community. This includes but is not limited to improved physical and mental health, 

social connectedness, economic and productivity gains, and educational outcomes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

I participate in the sport of table tennis. Auckland Council has identified there is a 

shortage of indoor court space across the Auckland region. This includes a lack of 

capacity to meet the demand for sports such as table tennis. 
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The Auckland table tennis stadium, 99A Gillies Avenue, Epsom is at capacity many 

nights of the week. This impacts my ability to participate. 

The Auckland Table Tennis Association is involved in two Facilities Development 

Projects aimed at addressing the shortage of indoor court space in the Auckland 

region: a) Lloyd Elsmore Community Hub: Lloyd Elsmore Park, 451 Pakuranga Road, 

Pakuranga Heights. In the Howick Local Board area. The purpose of the Hub is to 

construct a multi-club and code facility at Lloyd Elsmore Park to accommodate the four 

Founding Members (Auckland Table Tennis Association, Howick Gymnastics Club, 

Pakuranga Bowling Club, and Pakuranga Tennis Club) b) Gillies Avenue 

redevelopment project: Pascoe Quarry, 99 Gillies Avenue, Epsom. In the Albert-Eden 

Local Board area. Auckland Table Tennis Association, Auckland Badminton 

Association, and Olympic Weightlifting Auckland are collaborating to pursue 

redevelopment of the existing Gillies Avenue site 

I urge investment in the sport and recreation sector under this Long-term Plan. Without 

this commitment from Council our current and future community sport and recreation 

spaces will be compromised. This means our growing, increasingly diverse population 

will not have access to fit-for-purpose facilities to participate in physical activity to 

enable them to connect with their community and live active, healthy lives. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 

residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

I am part of the sport and recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector plays a critical role 

in making Auckland a great place to be now and in the future. We rely on hard working 

volunteers and build strong communities - Council’s support is critical to enable our 

sector to achieve what it does. 

Auckland Council is the major provider of our city’s sport and recreational facilities, and 

your continued support and investment in this growing sport would be greatly 

appreciated. Auckland Council’s commitment to the sector has provided a number of 

positive outcomes across the region for a more inclusive range of codes, 

demographics, cultures, ages and abilities. I therefore wish to acknowledge the 

contributions which Auckland Council has made towards the sport and recreation 

sector. 

I submit that the proposed option to pay less and do less will detrimentally impact the 

play, active recreation and sport sector. 

I submit that the Central proposal for the overall direction of Council’s Long-term Plan 

appropriately balance rates rises with service delivery. 
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I submit that the Central proposal for Parks and Community will continue to provide a 

better outcome for the sport and recreation sector. 

I support the following aspects of the consultation: 

· I support retaining the Sport and Recreation Facilities Investment Fund and the 

strongly support the proposal for $35 million of additional funding being added to the 

Fund. 

· I propose that Council refines the criteria of the Sport and Recreation Facilities 

Investment Fund to make the additional funding non-contestable. 

· I propose that the additional $35 million funding is used to fund a range of community 

sport and recreation facilities including indoor sports facilities. 

· I advocate for the retention of the Sport and Recreation Facilities Operating Grant 

and ask consideration for an increase to the Grant. 

· I support Council seeking changes to the law relating to development contributions to 

enable Council to adequately recover the costs of growth and to use development 

contributions to fund community sport and recreation facilities. 

· I support a review of costs and contractual structure for maintenance on parks and 

open spaces, specifically for sports fields. 

· I advocate for community use of schools and that consideration given to the co-

development of schools with Auckland Council to include publicly accessible sport and 

recreation facilities
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Waitākere Ranges 

 

Your feedback   

1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 

would be prepared to pay more for? 

Sports clubs are somewhere that the young and old get together to share skills, 

compete and socialise 

Surveys of our membership continually show that while they join to enjoy their chosen 

sport,they find the club an important place to socialise andbuild connections in the 

local community. 
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Like other sports clubs our facilities are used by a range of groups for a variet of 

events including family celebrations, team building days, funerals,church meetings and 

staff mettings 

Auckland needs more such facilities, and the loss of any present community venues 

will leave resident with less choice and a gowing sense of isolation 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 

could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 

and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 

Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 

prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 

and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

increases rates for the average value residential property by 

around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 

property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 

extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 

average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 

Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 

CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 

gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 

NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 

collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 

change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 

$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 

increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 

area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 

reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 

properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 

from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 

the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 

scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 

our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 

7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Our sector is critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working 

volunteers and build strong communities- Council's support is critical to enable our 

sector to achieve what it does. 

While our club is in the fortunate position of owning our land and facilities, many club 

are based on Council land and so rely on the council's ongoing support and 

commitment to sports and recreation to survice. All sports need all the clubs to 

continue if our sports are to survive.  

Auckland Council is our neighbour, and we would like to see the helpful and supportive 

relationship between the council and ourselves continue. 

I submit that the proposed option to pay less and do less will detrimentally impact the 

play, active recreation and sport sector.  

I submit that the Central proposal for the overall direction of Council’s Long-term Plan 

appropriately balance rates rises with service delivery.  

I submit that the Central proposal for Parks and Community will continue to provide a 

better outcome for the sport and recreation sector.  

I support the following aspects of the consultation:  

• I support retaining the Sport and Recreation Facilities Investment Fund and strongly 

support the proposal for $35 million of additional funding being added to the Fund.  

• I propose that Council refines the criteria of the Sport and Recreation Facilities 

Investment Fund to make the additional funding non-contestable.  

• I propose that the additional $35 million funding is used to fund a range of community 

sport and recreation facilities including indoor sports facilities.  

• I advocate for the retention of the Sport and Recreation Facilities Operating Grant 

and ask consideration for an increase to the Grant.  

• I support Council seeking changes to the law relating to development contributions to 

enable Council to adequately recover the costs of growth and to use development 

contributions to fund community sport and recreation facilities.  
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• I advocate for community use of schools and that consideration given to the co-

development of schools with Auckland Council to include publicly accessible sport and 

recreation facilities.
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